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QUIl:STlON ONE 	 120 MARKSI 

a) Define the following terms. 	 [5*2 marks=l 0 marks) 
i. Computer organization 

II. Computer architecture 
iii. Binary number 
IV. Bus 
v. Microprocessor 

b) Explain FIVE reasons wily understanding modcrn computer architecture can help you. 
[5 marks) 

c) 	 List any FIVE function pel'formed by the Central Processing Unit OrallY computer. 
[5 marks] 

QUESTION TWO 	 120 MARKS) 

a) What is a Machine Cycle? Explain the THREE steps involved in a Machine Cycle. 
[4 marks) 

b) With the help ofa diagram briefly explain the FIVE basic units ofa of Computer System 
[5*2marks= 10 marks1 

c) State the difference between SRAM and DRAM l2 marks] 

d) Discuss the four major types of instruction Ihat always originate from the Control Unit. 
[4 marks) 

QUESTION THREE 	 [20 MARKS I 

a) CPU design focuses on SIX main areas. List these areas. [6 marks) 
b) Highlight the main difference between Small-scale integration CPUs and Large-scale integration 

CPUs [4 marks) 
c) ROM is a digital logic device that stores data and programs which can only be read, list and 

briefly explain THREE types of ROM. 
d) Draw logic diagram for following 

I. AB+CD 

ii. 
marks] 
Y=AB+(B+C) 

[3*2marks= 6 marks) 

[2 

l2 Il1mksJ 

QUESTION FOUR [20 MARKSI 

a) What are the Illain differences between a multi-processor system and a multi-computer system? 
[2 marks] 

b) Explain brietly, giving examples oftilree different types of peripherals that exist. 
[6 marks] 

c) Brielly explaillthe following: 

i. 110 Interface 	 [2 marks1 
ii. CPU Interface 	 (2 marks] 
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d) 	 Convert the following numbers. 
i. IOlOlh=?lo 
II. 7248=?10 
III. ABC I6 =>7 Io 

IV. IOAF I6 72 

QUESTION FIVE 

[2 marks] 
[2 marks] 
[2 marks] 
[2 marks] 

120 MARKS! 

a) What do you understand by : 
i. Programmed 110 [2 marks] 

II. Interrupt Initiated 1/0 [2 marks] 
b) 	 When the buses are under the control of OM A data transfer can happen in many different ways: 

Briefly discuss the following 
I. Burst Transfer Mode 	 r2 marks] 

ii. Cycle Stealing Mode [2 marks] 
c) Explain any FOUR Functions of Buses in the Computer System [4 marks] 
d) List TWO Advantages and TWO Disadvantages of the Cache Memory [4 marks] 
e) A register is a temporary memory location that holds instructions as the CPU executes, List and 

explain the functions of the FOUR registers thnt arc cssential to instruction execution. 
[4 marks] 
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